
News about Developmental Dental Defects (D3s), The D3 Group, and the Chalky Teeth Campaign.

Hola - welcome to our special edition 
for the International Association 
of Paediatric Dentistry’s world 
congress being held this week in 
Santiago, Chile. 

Pleasingly, D3G has had a steadily 
increasing presence at these 

biannual meetings, prompting much of the interest 
behind International Friends of D3G. This time several 
of the invited talks are to be given by D3G members, me 
included. So we hope this fabulous exposure combined 
with supportive networking by other D3G-savvy attendees 
will trigger a big step forward in the internationalisation of 
our mission and support base.

To mark the Latin-flavoured Congress, we’re welcoming 
Vidal Perez as our first international ambassador and 
starting a D3-family effort to produce Sam’s Story in 
Spanish. And at last, individual subscription to D3G, 
incorporating unique educational offerings about D3s,  
is now available – see pg2.

Meanwhile this newsletter continues our effort to catch you 
up on what’s been happening behind the scenes at D3G 
headquarters – we think lots by any measure and moreso 
knowing how few hands have been involved. Pleasingly, 
as Sharon improves our operations, we’re now starting to 
create opportunities for volunteer help. So those of you 
keen to pitch in and help grow D3G, please don’t hesitate 
to contact us.

Mike Hubbard | D3G Founder

Our “Kid’s guide to Molar Hypomin” (aka “Sam’s story”) 
is proving a real hit since it became available in glossy 
print. Besides having their own waiting-room copies, 
many practices are ordering extra “give-away” copies 
for families affected by Molar Hypomin. And finally, Sam’s 
story can be ordered online, making things much easier  
for you folk and us too. 

The storybook has spurred some amazing acts of 
generosity, including distribution to delegates at the 
Australian Dental Congress (sponsored by GC) and all 
members of ADOHTA (sponsored by ANZSPD) in 2015. 
Similarly, senior dental students in Australia and NZ each 
received a personal copy of the storybook (thanks to a 
grant from Wrigley), 500 copies went across the Waikato-
Bay of Plenty region in New Zealand (thanks to a grant 
from the local branch of NZDA), and Colgate handed  
out 100 copies at this year’s Australian Dental Congress. 

After distributing more than 14,000 copies across many 
countries and having received umpteen compliments from 
all walks of life, we’re confident that Sam’s story is helping 

affected families cope with Molar Hypomin (more on  
this here and here) – so long as they understand English 
that is!! 

Excitingly, pressure mounts for availability in other 
languages and so the question turns to resourcing and 
where best to start? – Spanish, say many!! So those 
interested in helping make Sam’s story available, either  
in Spanish or their own language, are encouraged to rally 
local support and contact us.

UPDATE:   Sam’s storybook’s a hit!
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As part of our International Friends initiative, we’re proud to introduce D3G’s 
first international ambassador – Vidal Perez (University of Talca, Chile). Deeply 
aware of the Molar Hypomin problem in South America from his experiences 
as a paediatric dentist, Vidal came to Melbourne to do a translationally-
crafted PhD with Mike Hubbard’s group. His work spanned from lab bench 
through to public outreach, leading to a research award, co-authorship on 
a breakthrough publication about D3G, and several more papers to follow. 
Having planted seeds during his PhD travels, Vidal now intends to foster D3 
family growth across Latin America – so those interested in this new frontier, 
please contact Vidal. 

We’re pleased to launch an individual subscription to D3G which provides 
globally-unique educational and scientific information about D3s. For just 
A$50 yearly (about US$40), members will get: (1) our regular D3G DISPATCH 
e-newsletter and interim email alerts (2) access to one hour of “D3-Continuing 
Ed”; (3) discounted entry to D3G events; and (4) a membership pin on our 
“D3 family” map (test site here). This offering fits between the existing basic 
email membership and our recently introduced co-branding opportunity for 
specialist practices Down Under. Please go here to Join D3G.

Today’s D3 family arose from massive generosity –  
a major benefaction initially, then heaps of in-kind and 
financial inputs since. To secure the gains made from this 
dream start, it only seems fair that we pull together as a 
family to sustain and grow D3G, financially and otherwise.

How can D3G remain freely open to everyone yet still  
pay its bills? Thanks to our new e-commerce facility, D3G 
no longer is restricted to charitable income (i.e. donations). 
Initially aiming for self-sustainability, we’re adding “user-
pays” elements and hope that, by spreading running costs 
across a large userbase, everyone will share in rock-bottom 
prices. Should this “not-for-profit” step prosper, D3G 
might sensibly become some form of social-impact  
venture (e.g. social enterprise) whose profits are applied  
to D3 research and education. 

For starters, Sam’s storybook and our ever-popular 
website referral cards can now be purchased online and 
membership offerings are underway as noted above.  
We request your strong support for these initiatives so  
that D3G can survive the “chicken-and-egg challenge” 
(i.e. spending before earning) faced by all start-ups. 

Naturally this move towards user-pays requires a changed 
mindset for long-term users of D3G resources, which have 
magically appeared “for free” over several years. To foster 
this change, we’re promoting the idea of “giving back 
to D3G” and trying to make this both fun and socially 
impactful – for example by having “Toothy” demonstrate 
the “pay-it-forward” concept for helping those less-
fortunate. 

If you know of potential funding sources for D3G (e.g. 
benefactors, donors, grants, self), whether they be  
Down Under or elsewhere on this planet, please  
contact the Director.

INTRODUCING:   Vidal Perez, international ambassador for D3G

D3G
NEW:   Individual member subscription

AN ASK:   Help D3G stand on its own feet
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QUESTION 1 (easy)
Molar Hypomin is defined by a certain type  
of enamel opacity – what is it’s proper name?

QUESTION 2 (harder)
The DDE index remains a cornerstone for dental 
epidemiology worldwide – which New Zealander’s  
research was it based on?

Clinical Feature: Restoring hypomin molars

We’re really happy that the “D3 brand” draws numerous compliments from 
many directions and so we’re keen to continue developing it – as always, your 
tips and suggestions are welcomed. Most obviously, Sharon has designed a 
chalky-molar logo for the Chalky Teeth Campaign and extended this through  
to the We Fight Chalky Teeth practices network where “Toothy” was employed 
to flagwave the Champions in the fight against chalky teeth tagline. The 
“love D3G” concept was also picked up for D3G membership and “Toothy” 
was used to inspire people to gift memberships (“pay it forward”) to others in 
less-fortunate circumstances. And eagle-eyes may have noticed that Sharon 
recently spruced up the D3G logo, aiming to increase its appeal to the public.

Now back practising in Chile, Melbourne PhD graduate Vidal Perez reports  
a novel approach to improving the robustness of GIC restorations in severely 
hypomineralised molars. After filling the tooth with GIC, an orthodontic band 
was fitted as a strong metallic casing. Orthodontic bands are thought to be less 
harmful on gums when compared with stainless steel crowns (a commonly used 
approach). After 18 months observation, the gums were in good condition and 
the restoration remained essentially intact – something that would normally  
be unexpected for a GIC filling of that size. It will be interesting to see if  
these findings hold up beyond the single case reported (read more here).

HIGH FIVE:   A much-loved brand

QUICK QUIZ:   Delving into D3s 

Lab Feature: Resin infiltration & MH 
Delving deeper into the attractive but (so-far) vexed proposition of using low 
viscosity resin to harden hypomineralised enamel, Melbourne postgraduate 
student Harleen Kumar asked whether reliability of resin infiltration could 
be improved by removal of the surface enamel layer. Using polarised light 
microscopy, the surface layer was found to vary widely in thickness and its 
removal by acid etching was also variable. With subsequent resin penetration 
remaining unreliable (i.e. some success in about half of lesions studied) and 
adding little if any hardness, it was concluded that this approach cannot be 
recommended as a clinical procedure currently (read more here).

D3 LITERATURE:   Keeping you current! 

Answers: see Suggestions Box on pg 4.
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Other New Reports: Spotlighting MH and AI

Towards better understanding of and care of people with D3s.
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For more reports go here >

SUGGESTIONS BOX
In D3 family spirit, please 
contact us to share your 
thoughts on how we might 
improve this newsletter and 
other communications.

Answers to quiz: 
Q1: demarcated opacity (read more 
here and here);  

Q2: Grace Suckling (read more)
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